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Sneaker pimps 6 underground song meaning

04-17-2005, 10:42 PM #1 I love song 6 underground and today I was trying to understand what exactly shes meaning. Any suggestions or principles? 04-18-2005, 01:24 PM #2 well here in terms of song someone else wants to take a knife. I have no clue what they mean 6 underground take me down, 6 underground, ground under your
feet, laid low, nothing somewhere to meet a way I've got a head full of drought, Down here, then losing round out here, overground, watch this space, I'm open to falling from grace to calm me down, it's round even your road I can see like nothing else in me you're better than I'm better than I do, I don't care, don't think ' because I'm talking
we're friends, overground, watch this space, I'm open to fall from grace to talk me down. , safe and sound also warp gold to wear me out, scream and shout my time never cheap I swear fake my life like I stays too much , I take whatever you are not given enough, overground, watch this space, I'm open to fall from grace 04-18-2005, 01:56
PM #3 I got this from the Sneaker Broker website. Maybe it will help... Sneaker Pimp singer's hit gets moody on noise-addicted staff writer Chris Nelson Aug. 28, 1997 Kelli Dayton gives voice to her peers chart climbing tune '6 Underground. The sneaker pimp single has been nothing short of amazing fucking for the chart band's singer
Kelli Dayton watching the rise. We thought it would be way (of the charts) by now, but instead it just really climbed, really slowly, the 22-year-old Briton said, speaking of journey-to-hoppy cuts from 6 Underground, becoming the band's X debut album. Any avid chart watchdog knows that some of the most intriguing songs to track are not
the first to track that near the upper reaches of the register, but rather those that do a slow steady climb. That's just what 6 have done underground. The song began billboard's top 100 four and a half months ago and triggered an incremental rise. For the past two weeks it has hung steady on #49. Of course, sneaker pimps are lucky not
only to have a steady climber on the top 100 6 underground, sitting pretty in the top 10 on the modern rock charts for the past several weeks. All of which is, in the words of Dayton, amazing. With a mysterious piece of harp sampled from spy movie composer John Barry, it's Dayton's voice that effectively establishes the song's poisoned
mood. At first listen, 6 underground (shorthand for six feet underground) sounds really enjoyable, propelled by nod drums and airy acoustic guitars. Then Dayton's bare song faced the announcement in extra refrain knocks away any signs of playfulness: I'm open to falling from grace, he declares with dead seriousness. As if she weren't
blunt enough, she housed her disdain with the Hammers Comments such as this don't think that's the reason I understand, I care and don't think that's because I'm talking, we're friends. Before Dayton joined the band back, Sneaker Pimps' music creators Liam Howe, 26, and Chris Corner, 22, had been collaborating for several years on
vocals without travel hop singles. Dayton was confronted by a Birmingham punk band when they asked him to join the group. She said the relative peace of 6 underground fascinated her and challenged her to develop her voice in subtle ways. I didn't know Chris and Liam when we started recording the album. It was off the cuff, 'Do you
want to come track some stuff with us?' I wanted to inject a slow burner, an aggression into the song, but not my normal style of aggressive singing. I wanted to make it an angry, intense, erotic song. Howe, who penned the song for 6 Underground with The Corner, said Dayton's vocal interpretation is paramount to the song's success. We
were hoping that if someone else wrote something, Kelli would be able to distort it in its reading, the lyricist said. That he would encourage a claustrophobic kind of cynicism about it. The song is actually about the death of a relationship in the most silly kind of words. Howe said Dayton follows in a tradition of singers from Elvis on the
bottom who make significant contributions to songs that they may not have written. Singing the song, she is dealing with any questions that can be raised by it, Howe said. It gives your criticism of the song within your rendition of it. Too bad Kelli isn't in the band anymore. Maybe they would hit more.. । 04-18-2005, 02:32 PM #4 Hammam...
Very interesting!! I think that makes sense. 04-18-2005, 04:59 PM #5 04-20-2005, 11:30 PM Since #6, Kelli left the band, it is good that it has a completely different voice. I can go as far as to say that they're a completely different band. The second album isn't too bad because he left. This article requires additional citations for verification.
Help improve this article by adding citations for reliable sources. Unsourced content can be challenged and removed. Find sources: 6 underground songs - News · Newspaper · Books · · · Scholar JSTOR (December 2019) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) 6 underground albums becoming XB-side single by sneaker
pimp can't get my way home released September 30, 1996 (1 1996-09-30) (UK) 26 May 1997 (1997-05-26) (UK Reinsue and US Release) Record1996 (1996 199 6) Shellytrip hopLength3:54LabelClean UpSongwriter(s) John Barrichiris Cornerlium Hoween de PickeringProducer (S) Jim AbbissLine of FlightSneaker Brokers Single ch
Chronology Roll On (1996) 6 Underground (1996) Spin Spin Sugar (1997) Audio Sample FileHelp 6 is a song by underground English band Sneaker Pimp, By becoming their first studio album X. First released as a single at United In September 1996, Song reached number 15 on the UK singles chart[1] and had moderate radio airplay in
the United States. It was sent to modern rock and dance stations in February 1997. [2] After using the song in the 1997 American film The Saint, radio stations began playing it more often; Many stations continue to keep the song in their playlists. The single was re-released in May 1997, where it peaked at Number 9 on the UK singles
chart. [3] In the United States, the song peaked at Number 45 on the Billboard Hot 100 and at No. 7 on the Billboard Modern Rock Tracks chart. The cover artwork of the single uses a picture of a Lego space moonscape. The piece is from the command center placeset marketed by Lego Group from 1978 to 1988. After the commercial
success and popularity of the album version of the song, the group released several remixes, some of which became hits in dance clubs and radio stations with dance formats. The most frequently heard version on radio was remixed by Nellee Hooper (who appeared as a hidden track on the album). The horn and harp melody at the
beginning of the composition song are both sampled from Golden Girl, a track from the 1964 James Bond film Goldfinger (the song plays during a scene when Bond reveals Jill Masterson covered in gold colors). A-Forest is sampled from the song Breakadawn of De La Soul heard repeatedly in two Nelly Hooper editions. Music Video The
music video for the song was directed by Toby Tremlett and launched on January 14, 1997. [4] During the video, which gives a dark atmosphere, the camera focuses on Kelli Dayton singing in the middle of the sitting room in a dentist chair that she spins around. The camera follows Dayton as he slowly walks around singing the song in
the dark room. There are also many small lit rooms with oval windows within large dark rooms, such as a black practice different poses, a woman dressed in a nightgown which is vacuuming the floor, a young woman posing around a chair in a red tie shirt and black skirt, a toddler dressed in a saghested dress from a jar and depicting
various scenes as tossing around the room. , and an overweight man is eating spaghetti sitting in a recliner. Small rooms with oval windows can depict a scene in people's private lives, and even a scene in their spirits. A can of insects is inserted by a band member. Other band members are usually seen lurking behind Dayton in this
video, including in some scenes where the band stands in one of the small, brightly lit rooms. At the end of the video, people in small rooms seem to freeze in place, and in large rooms, the band poses on Dayton's dentist chair, and then the lights go out. The video uses Nelly Hooper's edit of the song. Laura Prepon was also featured in
that '70s show Video. The media-use song was featured at the beginning of its eighth season in Beverly Hills, the 90210 episode work. A remix of the song — Six Underground (Umbrellas of Ladywell Mix #2) — is used in the 1998 teen movie hardly can't wait, when character Amanda Beckett (Jennifer Love Hewitt) walks into the first
party. In 2000, the song was used as the main theme for U.S. primetime soap opera titans. In 2014, the song was used for an enhanced version of the popular video game Grand Theft Auto V on radio station non-stop-pop FM. Track Listing UK CD Single [5] 6 Underground (Lye Hoppers Edit) - 3:54 6 Underground (Album Version) - 4:05
Can't Find My Way Home - 6:04 Precious - 4:18 UK 12 Single [6] 6 Underground (To Lone Swordsman Vocal ( Two Lone Swordsman Vocal Mix) - 5:47 6 Underground (Nelly Hooper's Dub) - 4:28 6 Underground (in Jungle Mix) - 7:58 My Way Can't Get Home - 6:07 Remix Nelly Hopper Mix 6 Underground (Nelly Hopper Edit) - 3:54 in
Jungle Mix). 6 Underground (Dubbed Nelly Hooper) - 4:28 Two Lone Swordsmans Mixes 6 Underground (Two Lone Swordsman Vocal Mix) - 5:47 6 Underground (Two Lone Swordsman Instrumental Mix) - 8:19 Fila Bra Brazilian Mix 6 Underground (Samba of Philae Brazilia) - 3:3:28 56 6 Underground (in Jungle Mix) - 7:58 Paul Okenfold
and Steve Osborne Mix Six Underground (Perfecto Mix) - 6:2 05 Six Underground (Perfecto Dub) - 6:05 Attica Blues Mix Six Underground (Attica Puma States Remix) - 5:43 Six Underground (Sneakerbeat) - 1:55 Ladywell's Umbrellas Six Underground (Underground) Ladywell Mix #1 Umbrellas) - 4:28 Six Underground (Ladywell Mix #2
Umbrellas) - 4:15 DJ Stealth Mix Six Underground (Stealth's Kicker Mix) - 12:05 Richard H. Kirk Mix) - 7:53 Jamie Myerson Mix Six Underground (Dubbed Jamie Myerson) - 6:07 Nush Mix Six Underground (Nush Mix) - 6:05 Line of Flight Mix 6 Underground (Columbian Mix) - 6:07 54 Underground 6 (Bluebottle Mix) - 8:38 6 Underground
(Hunch Mix) - 8:09 6 Underground (Rewire Mix) - 8:13 Chart Chart (1996) Peakposition Scotland (OCC) ) [7] 17 UK Singles (OCC) [8] 15 Charts (1997) Peakposition Australia (ARIA) [9] 62 Scotland (OCC) [10] 11 UK Singles (OCC) [11 UK Singles (OCC) [11 UK Singles (OCC) [11 UK Singles (OCC) [11 UK Singles (OCC) [11 UK Singles
(OCC) [11 UK Singles (OCC) [11 UK Singles (OCC) [11 UK Singles (OCC) [11 UK Singles (OCC) [10] 11] 9 Us Billboard Hot 100[12] 45 US Adult Top 40 (Billboard)[13] 31 US Alternative Airplay (Billboard)[14] 7 References ^ Sneaker Brokers - Six Underground. Official Chart Company. Retrieved on March 3, 2011. ^ Reece, Doug
(January 25, 1997). Virgin sneakers pimp makes noise for bow. Advertising board. ^ Sneaker Pimp - Six Underground 1997. Official Chart Company. Retrieved on March 3, 2011. ^ Sneaker Brokers - Underground 6 (1997) | IMVDB. Retrieved 2020-04-27. ^ Sneaker Brokers - 6 Underground. Discoges. Received 2020-02-06. ^ Sneaker
Brokers - 6 Underground. Discoges. received ^ Official Scottish Singles Sales Chart Top 100. Official Chart Company. ^ Official Singles Chart Top 100. Official Chart Company. Retrieved on November 28, 2013. ^ Ryan, Gavin (2011). Australia's music charts 1988-2010. Mount Martha, Vic, Australia: Moonlight Publishing. ^ Official Scottish
Singles Sales Chart Top 100. Official Chart Company. ^ Official Singles Chart Top 100. Official Chart Company. Retrieved on November 28, 2013. ^ Sneaker Broker Chart History (Hot 100). Advertising board. ^ Sneaker Pimp Chart History (Adult Pop Songs). Advertising board. ^ Sneaker Broker Chart History (Optional Airplay). Advertising
board. The external link song (song) &amp;oldid=992229453Page 2Page 2Page 2 This article needs additional citation for verification. Help improve this article by adding citations for reliable sources. Unsourced content can be challenged and removed. Find sources: 6 underground songs - News · Newspaper · Books · · · Scholar JSTOR
(December 2019) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) 6 underground albums becoming XB-side single by sneaker pimp can't get my way home released September 30, 1996 (1 1996-09-30) (UK) 26 May 1997 (1997-05-26) (UK Reinsue and US Release) Record1996 (1996 199 6) Shellytrip hopLength3:54LabelClean
UpSongwriter(s) John Barrichiris Cornerlium Hoween de PickeringProducer (S) Jim AbbissLine of FlightSneaker Brokers Single ch Chronology Roll On (1996) 6 Underground (1996) Spin Spin Sugar (1997) Audio Sample FileHelp 6 is a song by underground English band Sneaker Pimp, By becoming their first studio album X. First
released as a single in the United Kingdom in September 1996, Song reached Number 15 on the UK singles chart[1] and had moderate radio airplay in the United States. It was sent to modern rock and dance stations in February 1997. [2] After using the song in the 1997 American film The Saint, radio stations began playing it more often;
Many stations continue to keep the song in their playlists. The single was re-released in May 1997, where it peaked at Number 9 on the UK singles chart. [3] In the United States, the song peaked at Number 45 on the Billboard Hot 100 and at No. 7 on the Billboard Modern Rock Tracks chart. The cover artwork of the single uses a picture
of a Lego space moonscape. The piece is from the command center placeset marketed by Lego Group from 1978 to 1988. After the commercial success and popularity of the album version of the song, the group released several remixes, some of which became hits in dance clubs and radio stations with dance formats. The most
frequently heard version on radio was remixed by Nellee Hooper (who appeared as a hidden track on the album). At the beginning of the composition song are both horn and veena melody From The Golden Girl, a track from the 1964 James Bond film Goldfinger (the song plays during a scene when Bond shows Jill Masterson covered in
gold paint). A-Forest is sampled from the song Breakadawn of De La Soul heard repeatedly in two Nelly Hooper editions. Music Video The music video for the song was directed by Toby Tremlett and launched on January 14, 1997. [4] During the video, which gives a dark atmosphere, the camera focuses on Kelli Dayton singing in the
middle of the sitting room in a dentist chair that she spins around. The camera follows Dayton as he slowly walks around singing the song in the dark room. There are also many small lit rooms with oval windows within the large dark room, Depicting various scenes such as a black man dressed in practice has become different, a woman
dressed in a nightgown who is vacuuming the floor, a young woman posing around a chair in a red tie shirt and black skirt, a toddler dressed in a dress pouring spaghetti from a jar and tossing around the room, and an overweight man eating spaghetti while sitting in a recerlin. Small rooms with oval windows can depict a scene in people's
private lives, and even a scene in their spirits. A can of insects is inserted by a band member. Other band members are usually seen lurking behind Dayton in this video, including in some scenes where the band stands in one of the small, brightly lit rooms. At the end of the video, people in small rooms seem to freeze in place, and in large
rooms, the band poses on Dayton's dentist chair, and then the lights go out. The video uses Nelly Hooper's edit of the song. Laura Prepon of that '70s show was also featured in the video. The media-use song was featured at the beginning of its eighth season in Beverly Hills, the 90210 episode work. A remix of the song — Six
Underground (Umbrellas of Ladywell Mix #2) — is used in the 1998 teen movie hardly can't wait, when character Amanda Beckett (Jennifer Love Hewitt) walks into the first party. In 2000, the song was used as the main theme for U.S. primetime soap opera titans. In 2014, the song was used for an enhanced version of the popular video
game Grand Theft Auto V on radio station non-stop-pop FM. Track Listing UK CD Single [5] 6 Underground (Ly Hoopers Edit) - 3:54 6 Underground (album version) - 4:05 My way not getting home - 6:04 Precious - 4:18 UK 12 Singles [6] 6 Underground (Two Lone Swordsman Vocal Mix) - 5:47 6 Underground (Lynley Hooper Dub) - 4:2 8
6 Underground (in Jungle Mix) - 7:58 My Way Home - 6:07 Remix Nelly Hopper Mixes 6 Underground (Nelly Hoppers Edit) - 3:54 6 Underground (Nelly Hopper Dub) - 4:28 Two Lone Swordsman Mixes 6 Underground (Two Lone Swords Vocal Mix) - 5:47 6 (Lone Two Underground Instrumental Mix) – 8:19 Fila Brazillia Mixes 6



Underground (Fila Brazillia's Samba) – 3:56 6 Underground (In The Jungle Mix) – 7:58 Paul Oakenfold &amp; Steve Osborne Mixes Six Underground (The Perfecto Mix) – 6:05 Six Underground (The Perfecto Dub) – 6:05 Attica Blues Mix Six Underground (Attica's Puma States Remix) – 5:43 Six Underground (Sneakerbeatloop) – 1:55
The Umbrellas Of Ladywell Mixes Six Underground (The Umbrellas Of Ladywell Mix #1) – 4:28 Six Underground (The Umbrellas Of Ladywell Mix #2) – 4:15 DJ Sneak Mix Six Underground (Sneak's Kicker Mix) – 12:05 Richard H. Kirk Mix Six Underground (Richard H. Kirk Mix) – 7:53 Jamie Myerson Mix Six Underground (Jamie
Myerson's Dub) – 6:07 Nush Mix Six Underground (Nush Mix) – 6:05 Line Of Flight Mixes 6 Underground (Columbian Mix) – 6:54 6 Underground (Bluebottle Mix) – 8:38 6 Underground (Hunch Mix) – 8:09 6 Underground (Rewire Mix) – 8:13 Charts Chart (1996) Peakposition Scotland (OCC)[7] 17 UK Singles (OCC)[8] 15 Chart (1997)
Peakposition Australia (ARIA)[9] 62 Scotland (OCC)[10] 11 UK Singles ( OCC)[11] 9 U.S. Billboard Hot 100 [12] 45 US Adult Top 40 (Billboard) [13] 31 US Alternative Airplay (Billboard) [14] 7 References ^ Sneaker Brokers - Six Underground. Official Chart Company. Retrieved on March 3, 2011. ^ Reece, Doug (January 25, 1997). Virgin
sneakers pimp makes noise for bow. Advertising board. ^ Sneaker Pimp - Six Underground 1997. Official Chart Company. Retrieved on March 3, 2011. ^ Sneaker Brokers - Underground 6 (1997) | IMVDB. Retrieved 2020-04-27. ^ Sneaker Brokers - 6 Underground. Discoges. Received 2020-02-06. ^ Sneaker Brokers - 6 Underground.
Discoges. Received 2020-02-06. ^ Official Scottish Singles Sales Chart Top 100. Official Chart Company. ^ Official Singles Chart Top 100. Official Chart Company. Retrieved on November 28, 2013. ^ Ryan, Gavin (2011). Australia's music charts 1988-2010. Mount Martha, Vic, Australia: Moonlight Publishing. ^ Official Scottish Singles
Sales Chart Top 100. Official Chart Company. ^ Official Singles Chart Top 100. Official Chart Company. Retrieved on November 28, 2013. ^ Sneaker Broker Chart History (Hot 100). Advertising board. ^ Sneaker Pimp Chart History (Adult Pop Songs). Advertising board. ^ Sneaker Broker Chart History (Optional Airplay). Advertising board.
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